
D I G E S T

Advances in electronics, robotics and communications have enabled the use of unmanned
aerial and aquatic vehicles in areas such as for disaster relief operations, environmental
monitoring and surveillance and logistics.

The main difference between aerial and aquatic vehicles is the communication network.
Underwater applications cannot use the same wireless technologies as aquatic surface
and aerial networks. However, features such as routing techniques, vehicle mobility and
applications of aerial and aquatic ad hoc networks have important similarities.

The study presents the state-of-the-art for both aerial and aquatic ad hoc networks,
highlighting similarities. It provides the most completed and updated survey on both aerial
and aquatic ad hoc networks.

The wireless multi-hop ad hoc is a communication paradigm that fits the main
requirements of unmanned aerial vehicles such as node mobility and adaptive network
topologies. A range of different wireless multi-hop ad hoc approaches are used in
unmanned aerial and aquatic networks.

The study found that different wireless communication technologies can be used for
unmanned aerial and aquatic communication. Each of these technologies perform well in
situations for which they were designed but not others. One technology may transmit at
higher data rates but demands more energy, while another may consume less energy but
is slower in transmitting data. Therefore, there is no single wireless communication
technology that can be identified as the ‘best’.
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The challenges of unmanned 
aerial and aquatic vehicle 
networks

A literature survey of unmanned and aquatic vehicle networks found that
unmanned vehicle networks resemble those of unmanned aquatic vehicle
networks used in military missions and environmental monitoring. It
concludes that aerial medium could be adapted to the aquatic medium.
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While wireless technologies such as satellite and mobile communications have been used for
unmanned aerial vehicle to ground communications, there are other technologies that link to
ground nodes. Mobile communication technologies need a fixed structure (e.g. antennas, base
stations, eNodeBs, etc..) that may not be available in a disaster or military situation. Although
satellite communication may be available there are restrictions for accessing
communications. The interoperability with regard the use of unmanned aerial and aquatic
vehicles from different vendors can also be a limiting factor.

The challenges of unmanned 
aerial and aquatic vehicle 
networks

- Control communication links need to be more robust and reliable, which requires more
demanding requirements in terms of latency and security.

- Improvement in communications between drones in the underwater environment such as
the migration from single carrier transmissions to multi-carrier modulation in the form of
orthogonal frequency multiplexing and the possibility of using multi-input multi-output
techniques for rate and performance improvement.

- Development of new mobility models for unmanned aerial and aquatic vehicle networks.
Multi-vehicle coordination must be addressed effectively in order to guarantee the
network connectivity under a dynamic topology.

- In autonomous mobile vehicles, energy-efficient operation must be developed to
guarantee persistent service deliver and successful task accomplishment. In aerial and
aquatic vehicles the most energy demanding aspect is motor operation. However, energy
demands varies depending on type of vehicle.

- Improve unmanned aerial vehicle simulations using a complete model by integrating
unmanned aerial vehicle movements simulators with network simulation to provide more
reality to simulated applications.

The use of unmanned aerial and aquatic vehicles networks for a plethora of common
applications will in the near future enable skies and high water areas to be full of unmanned
vehicles providing communications services. However, many technological challenges related
to wireless communications still need to be resolved.

The study identified several challenges that
need to be addressed to guarantee reliable,
robust and applicant-efficient communication
between unmanned vehicles, no matter the
technology selected.

The study identified several challenges that
need to be addressed to guarantee reliable,
robust and applicant-efficient communications
between unmanned vehicles, no matter the
technology selected. Ph
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